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COMHENTAP.Y ON THE DECLARATION nn. 1-3 

The Declaration begins, not in the abstract world 0£ ideas, 

but in the concrete world of £acts. Thus it manifests the 

historical consciousness which has been characteristic 0£ 

Vatican council II. Men today are growing more and more conscious 

0£ the dignity 0£ the human porson: increasingly therefore they 

are demanding that they should be allowed to act on their own 

judgment, with responsible freedom, not driven by coercion but 

r.iotivated by a sense 0£ duty. This new sense of human digni ty is , 

in considerable part, the result of the gross indignities that 

have been wrought upon the human person in these latter days, 

chiefly by reason of the rise 0£ totalitarian regimes . The 

political consequence 0£ this hunan phenomenon is that men are 

demanding that limits be set by constitional law to the powers of 

government, in order that men may be free to pursue without 

hindrance the goods and values proper to the human spirit - in 

particular, the values of religion. 

These opening statements do more than acknowledge certain 

central £acts 0£ contemporary .li£e . They also bring the C'eelaration 

into direct continuity with basic principles 0£ the doctri~e of 

Pius XII, as conpleted by John XXIII . It was Pius XII who carried 

on the development 0£ the Church's socio-political doctrine begun 

by Leo XIII in Reru.m novarum. The whole 0£ the social or der , 

Pius XII taught, is based on the true concept 0£ the "citizen" who 

"£eels within hiIT1sel£ a consciousness of his own personality, 0£ 

his duties and of his rights , of his own £reedon joined with a 

respect £or the freedom 0£ others" (Christmas Discourse, 1945) . 
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John XXIII took up this doctrine, especially in Pact, in terris, 

and made its £Ull implications more clear, especially in what 

concerns the limits imposed on government by the whole order of 

human rights. The Declaration, nis:nitatis personae humanae, 

carries the doctrine 0£ John XXIII to a further degree 0£ • 

explicitness in what concerns the religious freedom 0£ the human 

porson. 

In order to understand the development of doctrine that lies 

behind the Declaration, a historical £act ought to be noted. The 

earlier decades of the nine.teen th century - the so-called "political 

century" - were characterized by man•s assertion and achievement 

0£ his political rights, such as freedom of speech and association, 

the right 0£ suffrage, the right to equality before the law, etc . 

Included in this group 0£ civil rightswas ••liberty 0£ cult" (as it 

was called in Continental Europe) or the "free exercise 0£ religion~ 

(in the classic phrase of European origin that was used in 1791 in 

the Constitution 0£ the Federal Republic of the United states). 

11owever, the experience of the nineteenth century showed that 

political rights were almost meaningless, unless man also enjoyed 

rights in the socio-economic order, that is, the right to be treated 

as a person and not as a thing, and to have a genuine opportunity 

to share in the public prosperity. There£ore in the latter part 

0£ the nineteenth century these socio-economic rights of man began 

to be demanded and acknowledged. Within the Church, however, the 

development has proceeded in inverse fashion. Beginning with Rerurn 

novarum the Church undertook to vindicate the socio-econo.nic rights 

0£ man. Earlier, however, the Church had opposed the "r:,odern 

liberties", so called - £reedon 0£ the press, freedom oE speech, 
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especially £reedon 0£ cult - and had maintained an attitude 0£ 

relative disinterest toward man•s political . rights, e . g. the right 

0£ suffrage. These latter rights finally began to be acknowledged 

by Pius XII, and the charter 0£ them was written by John XXIII in 

Paccm !a terris . The achievement 0£ the Declarati on, Dignitatis 

humanae personae, is that it clarifies the ambiguity which still 
. 

clung to the thought 0£ these two Popes on the issues 0£ religious 

.freedom. 

Thus the Declaration at the outset establishes contac t with 

the world of contemporary reality. Also, by its echoes 0£ Pacen in -
terris, it establishes contact with the developing doctrine 0£ the 

Church. There follows the profession 0£ catholic £aith in the 

Church herself, which was addedat the last rr~ment £or pastoral reasons . 

The general intention was to nake clear that man •s li£e is lived in 
j 

two distinct ordez·s 0£ reality. There is the social order 0£ 

relationships among men and between men and governing authorities . 

This is the order of human rights, and in it the principle of freedom 

obtains . The Declaration is concerned with this order 0£ reality. 

There is also the spiritual order of man •s relationship to what is 

objectively true and good. In this order there can be no question 

0£ rights . It would be moral nonsense £or a man to clai m rights 

against the truth or freedon £rom the moral law. This spiritual 

order is the order 0£ duty and obligation. In it a man acts freely 

indeed, but under noral imperatives . The existence of this spir itual 

order would be adnitted by all men 0£ good sense and right consc ience . 

The Declaration, however , describes it in Catholic terms . It is the 

Catholic £aith that the truth about God and about his merciful wi l l 
. 

£or nan has been committed to the church. Therefore i n fulfilling 
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their duty to 1ard the Church and toward the treasury 0£ truth 

committed to her. 

It is this distinction between two orders 0£ reality that 
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lies behind the statement at the end 0£ the paragraph. There is 

mention of the "traditional C~tholic doctri.ile on the moral duty 0£ 

ncn and societies .toward the true religion and toward the one Church 

of Christ". . This doctrine has to do with the spiritual order of 

man •s relation to the truth. Thereafter there is mention 0£ the 

"doctrine 0£ recent Popes on the inviolable rights of the human 

person and on the constitutional (juridical) organisation of society" . 

Thi s doctrine has to do with the social order 0£ man•s relation to 

one another and to government . 

To avoid a misinterpretation that would be disatrous, it might 

be as well to say that the Declaration by no neans implies that the 

"traditional doctrine" is the nineteenth-century "thesis", so called, 

whereas the "doctrine of recent Popes0 is the nineteenth hypothesis" , 

~he whole intention of the Declaration is to dismantle this time

conditioned structure 0£ doctrine, which is often sum.med up in the 

slogans that only the truth has rights, whereas error has no rights 

and can only be tolerated. Furthermore. it would be a mistake to 

suppose that the doctrine of recent Popes and the doctrine 0£ the 

Declaration itsel£ is sonehow less 11 traditional" than the doctrine 

which is called "traditional" in the text. The tradition 0£ the 

church is a tradition of progress in the understanding of truth. 

Therefore when the Counci.l states its intention 0£ further "developing" 

ca;holic doctrine , it is per.forming its sacred duty toward the tradition. 

The ensuing paragraph states the ba~ic doctrine of the Declaration -

. that religious £reedom is a hunan right, and that therefore it should 

be constitutionally recognised as a civil right. In the r.tatter 0£ 
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rights there aro always two questions . First , what is the moral 

claim I make on others vhen I assert a right? And second, on what 

growids am I entitled to make this claim? In other words, there is 

a distinction to be ~ade between the object or content 0£ a right 

and its foundation. The Declaration therefore £irst defines religious 

freedom in terms of its object or content. The claim that the human 

person nakes on others - individuals, groupg, political or social 

authorities - is that they should not bring coercion to bear on 

him in what concerns religion. The claim is really twofold. First , 

no man is to be forced to ac t in a Manner contrary to his personal 

beliefs and convictions, religious or irreligious. Second, no man 

is to be forcibly restrained from acting in accordance with his beliefs . 

(It is to be noted that the word "conscience", .found in the Latin text, 

is not used in its technical sense, but in the generic sense, sanctioned 

by usage, of "beliefs", "persuasions", "convictions" . It is al so t o 

be noted that the atheist or non-believer makes '\'Ji.th equal right 

this claim to immunity from coercion. This is the sense of the 

Declaration, even though the question 0£ the atheist is not explicitly 

touched). The Declaration then defines religious .freedoM in terms 

of its foundation. The reason why the htur~n person may rightly 

claim immunity .Eron coercion i~ precisely his inalienable dignity as 

a human person. This dignity asserts itself with particular force 

in the field of religion. Here, i£ anywhere, the free human person 

is required and entitled to act on his judgment and to assume personal 

responsibility £or his action ( or omission). A man •s religious 

decisions, or his decision ~gainst religion, are inescapably his ovn: 

no one else can make them £or him, or coerce him into making them. A 

man acting under conpulsion in matters of religious bel ie£ or practice 
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is diminished as a rnan, and his action ceases to be in the proper 

sense religious. 

This ontological £oundation 0£ the right to religious freedom 

is then brie£ly developed, first in general terms that should be 

intelligible to all men, including the non-believer, and thereafter 

in religious and moral terms that will be intelligible to those who 

believe in God, in the moral order, and in the obligation to form 

one•s conscience and to obey its dictates . There is no need here 

to comment in detail on this twofold argument . It should be noted, 

however, that it was not the intention of the Council to put the full 

weight 0£ its doctrinal authority on the argument in the precise 

form in which it is sketched in the text. The .Eull doctrinal 

authority of the Council stands behind the declaration that religious 

freedoM is a huMan right, personal and collective: that its object 

is immunity £ro~ coercion: that its foundation is the dignity 0£ the 

person as revealed by the word of God and known also to be hUI!lan 

reason. And the moral authority 0£ the council lies behind the 

statement that religious .Freedom as a human right ought to be 

acknowledged by civil law. It is the proper £unction 0£ a council to 

declare doctrine, to £ormulate truth and principle authoritatively. 

But it is not the £unction 0£ a council to make definite arguments £or 

the truth. In the case, it was necessary £or this Council to present 

an argw,ient £or the principle of religious freedom, lest anyone should 

mistakenly think that the Church was accepting religious freedom 

merely on pragmatic grounds or as a concession to conter.Lporary 

circumstances . However, the Council did not intend to do rnore than 

present certain lines or elements 0£ an argument. It is not to be 

supposed that the argument, as it stands, is apodictic, in £orm or 

substance . Complete and systematic study of the bases 0£ religious 
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.freedom is a task loft to the scholars 0£ the church, working in 

ecu~enical spirit with scholars 0£ other religious communities, 

and at least in humanist spirit wit_h scholars of no religious 

convictions, who are concorned with right order in society. 

The need for this further analysis and syste.":'latization is 

more apparent when one studies the £inal paragraph, which deals with 

the .functions and limits of government in what concerns religion. 

The Council did not pretend to deal adequately with this complicated 

aspect 0£ the issue 0£ religious freedom. It briefly adverts to the 

traditional doctrine 0£ the distinction between the two orders 0£ 

human li£c, the sacred and tho secUlar - the distinction which 

Leo XIII bad powerfully developed. From this premise it draws a 

twofold conclusion. First, the distinction between these two orders 

does not imply a separation between. More concretely, in the terms 

0£ the text, the powe~ which rules the secular order is not to be 

indi££erent, agnostic, entirely noutral, mucb less hostile toward 

the order of the sacred as it is concretely reali~d in society. The 

common good 0£ society is not composed entirely 0£ material values; 

the values 0£ the human spirit, resident in religion, are integral 

to it. Governr.ient there£ore is required to "take account 0£ the 

reli1ious li£e of the citizenry and to show £avor towards it". On 

the other hand, the power 0£ government is strictly 0£ the secular 

order. There£ore it exceeds its competence, "i£ it presumes to 

assume the direction of religious acts or to impede their per£ormance". 

It may be remarked, finally and merely in passing, that the 

Declaration, Dignitatis humanae personae, will make both possible 

and necessary a complete review and re-thinking of the whole problem 

which is mntsually, i£ perhaps unfortunately, called the problem 0£ 
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"Church and State". The problem has had a history as long as 

the history 0£ Christianity itself. A succession 0£ theories 

and "received opinions" have come and gone, each 0£ them striving 

£or a formulation 0£ principle, but each 0£ them conditioned by 

historical circumstance. The basic problem has always been the 

structure of political authority, the nature 0£ the political 

relationship {between ruler and ruled), and the consequent 

conception 0£ t he religious prerogative 0£ governnent . In regard 

to t his last point, the Declaration has achieved a significant 

progress in Catholic doctrine. From this starting point the whole 

larger probleM, which the Declaration deliberately avoided, can and 

must be submitted to theological re£lection. It is now possible 

to construct a doctrine on "Church and state" (to use the unfortunately 

current terminology) that will be less historically conditioned, 

~ore purely a doctrine. The rnoveMent 0£ the last hundred years has 

been in this direction. This is one of the reasons why it was said 

above that the Declaration 1t1arks a great event in t he life 0£ the 

Church. 
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COMMENTARY ON 'i'liC DTICLARA'l'ION 

(((Note.--Tho text ot nn. 1•3 of the textus rocosnituo 

may yet bo conoiderably chansed. Honce tho commontary 

will bo.ve to be done lator. In what tollowe, the numbera 

and t~tlee nre used, ae in the text: but they will drop 

out lator.))) 

4. (The freedom of religious comoun1ties) Religion, like man b1asolf, 

in ot its nature a social phenomenon. Religious troedom therefore 1o the 

endonent not merely ot the individw:il peroon but also of the organized 

religious coo:nunity. The text turns immediately to this aspect of the matter. 

Ita intention io entirely general. The freedom listed hero aro those which 

tho Catholic Church clniaa tor herself. But tho Declaration claims these 

owno freedoms tor other reliciouo bodies, whotbor they choose to call tbec

solveo churohco, sociotiea, communitioo, otc. 

In order to avoid mlaunderatandiJls, it ie nooeasary hero to reoo.11 tho 
' 

d1ot1not1on betweon the objoct or content of tho right to religious freedom 

and tho foundation of tho right. The obj Jct or content alvays remains 

freedom from coercion, immunity froc extornal force 1n matters ot roligion: 

1D all its phraseology, notably in this section, the Declaration adhoreo 

' closely to this line. llence the content ot the rieht is altozother the aame 

in its oxtent and in ito details both tor the Catholic Church and for all 

other relicious communities. In thia sense, the Church claimo nothinz tor 

herself which she dooe not also acknowledge to be equally tho right of othor 

religious bodies. Therefore, in this sense the principle of reciprocity is 

affirmed. Tho matter io dittorent, howefor, •1th regard to the foundation 

ot the right. Ao the Declaration will state more oxplioitl.7 later (n. l}), 

the Catholic Church clo.ims freedom from coorcivo interference by human 

powore in her ministry and life on title or the divine commission laid on 

her, ao an apostolic h1orarchy and as a community, by Christ himsolr. By 
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thie mandate the Church is constituted the authentic teacher and guide of 

men unto eTerlasting life (Hatt 28zl8, Mk l6z15) . It is Catholic doctrine 

that no other church or community may claim to poseeaa this mandate in all 

ito fullness. In this sense, the freedom ot the Church is unique, proper 

to herself alone, by reason of its foundation . In the case of other reli

g~ous communities the foundation of the right remains the due freedom of 

the human person, which naturally accrues also to the community. The 

Declaration, of cour~e, does not enter the ecumenical question, which ha.a 

not yet been fully discussed, concerning the manner of which other religious 

bodies share in Tariant ways in the freedom of the Church to the extent in 
. 

which, according to tho mind of the Decree on Ecumenism, they possess and 

proclaim elements of ••angelical truth. 

Here, as elsewhere, the Declaration brings forth new things and old. 

The traditional truth is the unique title of the Church 'to freedom in 

societya the affirmation of it io implicit in this section, and it is later 

made explicitly. The new deYelopment is the affirmatio~ that religio~s 

freedom in the fullness of its content or object is to be acknowledged ae 

the endowment of all religious communities . Thia affirmation h~s never been 

made Wlllistakably before 1n any official Catholic document . The principle 

of synthesis between tho old and the new is the basic line of the Declara

tion - - its rejection ot all coercion in what concerns the profession and 

practice of religion, that is, all religions , including atheism ae a u.nner 

of ultimate affirmation. 

Thie section of the Declaration reTeals two preoccupations. It was 

necessary to do justice to the detailed description of what the freedoa of 

the Church 1n oociety means, as thie description is giTen in recent Catholic 

teaching, beginni~ with Leo XIII. It was likewise necessary to take full 

account of the statements on religious freedom by the ~orld Council of 

Churches, notably the two major statements - - at Amsterdam in 1948 and at 
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New Delhi 1D 19611 these atatementa extensively describe the communitarian 

meaning of religious freedom. The Decl aration first dealo with the internal 

autonoi:ay ot the Church or religious community in ito mode of or~anization 

and government , its manner of public worship , its forms of community lite 

and practice, the training and employment of 1ts miDistera, its freedom of 

communication with recognized authorities and siater-coomunities abroad . 

Thereafter the right of unimpeded public teaching and witness is affirmed. 

Then, as is customary today 1D ecumenical literature , dieapproval io pro

nounced on proselytism. The technical word is not used in tho final text: 

it had appeared in an earlier version but had to be dropped because many of 

the Fathers apparently did not understand that it has become· a technical 

term with inrldious connotations. So , for instance, it is used in the 

literature of the World Council of Churches to designate · a corruption of 

Christian witness through a style of propaganda or tho use of means of con

version ~hat are unworthy of the Gospel. 

·In concluding this section the Deolaration recognizes that religious 

freedom muet · include the right to point out the implications of religious 

beli ef for the life and action of the sec~lar oommunity, and also ~o form 

free aasociationa,'reliBious in their Qotiyation, but deToted to the pro-. . . 
motio~ of -human values in a variety of fields . The Declaration rejects. . . 

the outmoded notions that "religion is a purel y priva~e matter, " and that 

"the Church belongs in the sacristy. ~• On the contrary,' it is recog~zed 

that the Church and the churches must be free to exert a cultural influence 

on society. 

5. {On the reliBious freedom of the faaily) It is customary toda1 to 

. . 
include the particular question or the freedom of the family under the 

general question of re~gioue fre~dom. Here , however , the international 

character of the Council gave riee to ditficultieo. The internal structure 
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throughout the world. Still greater variety io exhibited in the organization 

of school systemo, in their relation both to the f amily and to goverllElent , 

and in the rel igious or ideological content , or lack thereof, ot their 

teaching . It was neceooa.r7 therefore for tho Declaration to confine itself 

to a few principles of coneral import . The first io the internal integrity 

of tho family and its external treedoa in what concerns ita own religious 

life: thin includee the right of parents to determine the character of 

• heir childrena• religious educat ion. The vast and complicatod issue of 

the r espective rights of both oociety and otate in regard to educntion is 

touched with still greater brevity and caution, and only from the standpoint 

of the central dootrino of the Declaration. The principle is stated that 

parents are to be freo from hindrances or penalties, imposed by government , 

in the free choice of schools tor their children. The further princi pl e is 

stated that governmental control ot general education involves an infringement 

ot religious freedom, either when children are compelled to attend religious 

or ideol ogical instruction which is at variance with their parents' convictions, 

or when all religious formation is excluded from a conolithic school system 

which io compulaor1 tor all chil dren. To descend to further detail - -

co it seemed to most of the Fathers - - would be to enter the r ealm of practical 

policy, in which contingent circumst ances play a determinant role . 

6. (On the care of religious freedom) When it comes to tho decisive 

question of the care of religious freedom , especiall1 by government , the 

Declaration accepts and endorses the progrese in doctrine that had been 

effected in tho Church since Leo XIII, under the in.itial impulse of his 

thought . The development her e is correlative with the development o! the 

notion of religious freedom aa a human right . 

In the course of the conciliar debates two different conceptions of 
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the common good were put forward. The first defined tlie common good, in a 

notional and abstract manner, as consistinG, first, in the mora l and ciTic 

virtue of the citizenry, and second, in true religion and in the unity of 

the people in the true religion. In this Tiow, coreoTer, the whole of the 

common good, thus conceiTed, is committed to the care of governaent . In 

consequence, a care of r eligiouo truth and of the religious unit1 of the 

nation, through tho repreaaion of religious errors and false cults, beco• es 

the duty and right of goTerDJ1ent . Despite a certain appearance or generality, 

this theory was, in effect, a political ideology, that is, a rationalization 

of the historical reality of the post-Reforaation Catholic nation-state . 

In particular, it r eflected a historically conditioned conception of the 

relationship between ruler and ruled. The ruler ae pater patriae, whose 

authority therefore extended into all departments of the lite of his children

subjects, notably into their religious lite. The good Christian prince was 

the bearer and agent of the whole social process. Virtuous and faithful 

himself, he aeat111ed a care of the faith and Tirtue of hie subjects . The 

ideal of the Church wae to find such a ruler, ally herself with him, and 

rely on his assistance in the preserTation of the faith of the people . 

Thia Ti••• in one or other form, found some defenders at the Council. 
, 

Their main appeal was to a selection of texts fro• Leo XIII in which he 

defended, against the inroads of the confessional absolutism of Continental 

laiciam, the historic Catholic nation- state and its particular conception 

both ot the common good and of the structure and functions of gowernment . 

The Council, however, could not fail to realize that Leo XIII hi• oelf had 

initiated a new orientation of Catholic thought with hia Encyclical Rerum 

noTarum in 1891. A different Tie• ot the social process, of the structure 

of society, of the collll'llon good, of the functions of government, and of the 

nature of the political relationship began at last to claim the attention 
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of the apostolic hierarchy of the Church. This new was articulated in 

considerable detail by Pius XII , following the path of his predecessor Piuo XI . 

John XXIII systematized the new view with complete purity in Pacem in tcrria . 

The new view represents , of course, a creative return to the tradition, 

which hnd been obscured by all tho lamontablo currents of religious and 

political thought that had s wept oTer Europe since tho quattrocento 

regalioa, Gallicanism, Josephinisa, jurisdictionaliam, the territorial 

principle ("cuius regio eius ot religio'') , Jacobinioc, and finally th 

laiciet theory of socioi7 which has been cnllod " totalitarian democracy . 0 

The newly understood traditional view pres nts itself ao a theory of greater 

purity, not time- conditioned but universal in ito iaport . It doeo not take 

its start from an abotract notion or trom a contingent historical situation. 

It posits ao its baoic promioe the objective, concrete, and univeroal truth 

of the innato dignity of the human person. It aoserto , with Piuo XII , that 

0an as such is not the cere object of oocial life, to be cianipulatcd at the 

will of tho sovereigns nor io he an inert eleaont in aociety , to be impelled 

or evon coapellod to virtue and perhapo to religious faith itself, fro~ 

ithout and from above . On the contrary, tho hUr:lan poraon io the oubject 

of social life -- the judge of its goalo and nn nctivo participant in ite 

procosees. The person is also the foundation of social life , that ic to 

say, the truth about what man is and about what hi5 r _ights and duties are 

determines tho basic contont of the common good nnd al3o the etructurc of 

the political relationship botween ruler and ruled. Finally, tho person 

is the ond of society, in the sense that societ1 is to be oo orsanized and 

governed that the human person may move freely towards hio propor perfection. 

Thia is Pius XII, at the height of hio thinking~ It is not Leo XIII . 

However, it is in the oonee of Loo XIII nnd ~specially in the oensc of the 

new orientation of hio thinking vhich appears in Rorum noYarum -- in its 

presentation ~f tho relationship b,tween ruler:and 'ruled as purely political , 

not paternalt in its notion of the common good as not solely the concern of 
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government but of the citi~•nry organized in corporate bodiesa and eepeciall7 

in its significant assertion, atill undeveloped in all its implications: 

"It is the ~uty of the state to defend natural rights, certainly not to 

destroy them. " With Rerum novarum a traditional aosertion forcefull7 re

entered official papal teaching, namel7, that within societ7 every man is to 

be treated as a human person and therefore as the subject of inalienable 

rights, which determine and alao limit the functions of government . John 

XXIII in Pacem !!l terria does no more than present a fuller, more detailed 

understanding of this doctrine of Leo XIII . 

In this understanding, the basic constituent of tho common good is not 

ethical or religiouo -- civic Yi.rtue or Christian faith - but rather juridi

cal, namel7, the freedom of the citizen-person to exercise all his personal 

and civil rights , to ful.till all hie manifold individual and social duties, 

and to enjo7 equality before the law, without diecrilli.nation on religious or 

other grounds. In this underatanding, moreover, the relationship between 

ruler and ruled becomes purel7 political. Government is not a person, much 

lees a father . It ie an institution, a form of lin.ng and public action 

which stands in the service of society and of the human person who is the 

basis of eociet7. The purposes of government are limited by law, and primar7 

among thea is the protection of the rights of the human person, their 

vindication against Tiolation, and the facilitation ot their exercise. In 

recent papal teaching, which reflects modern developments , these rights 

are of two genera1 kinda . 

First ; there are rights ot the oocio-economic order. These rights 

assert a claim on goTernment to take positive action in order to assure 

that the rights in question will be real, not merely formal, in their content . 

These rights are inTolTed in the whol e issue that today is called "social

ization. " The right to rel igious freedom does not belong in this category. 

Second, there is a category of rights which haTe to do with the higher Tal uee 



of human l ife - Talues proper to the human spirit as such, whose capacities 

and aspirations transcend the temporal and terrestrial order . Hero the 

claim made by the human person on soci~ty and govern11ent ie negative , 

namely, that goTernment should itself do nothing , and should permit nothing 

to be done in society, that would hinder or impede men, indindually or 

collectively, in the free exercise of their right to pursue these transcend

ental values. Therefore the primary function of government is to acknowledge 

and protect the inviolable zone or sphere of freedom tha\ should rightly 

surround the human person. For the rest, the further function of goTernment 

is to help create such conditions within society as will make real and 

effective the freedom of man to seek the fullest perfection of hie nature . 

In a special sense, religion belongs within this reserTed zone of freedom. 

In his religious decisions -- or in his decision against all religion -- and 

in the expression of these decisions in his whole life and action a man must 

necessarily act on his own inalienable responoibilit7. And it is hie right 

to be immune from all external pressures and coercion. 

Thie is the ge~eral theory of the coi:unon good , of the functions of 

government , and of the relation between goTernment and society that the 

Declaration embraces and applies . Freedom of religion, as a human right , 

io an integral element of the common good . Hence its protection and pro• 

motion is an essential task of government . Thie is a considerable stride 

forward in Catholic doctrine: it brings the Church abreast of political 

progress in the world. It should be added that the doctrine of the Declara

tion gives no ea.notion whatever to any conception of goYernment as religiously 

agnostic , neutral, or indifferent . The ancient doctrine of the dut7 of 

government toward r eligion remains: so too does the ancient conception of 

the val ue of moral Tirtue and Christian faith for the good of society. The 

new qujstion , however, concerns the manner in which the duty is to be 

discharged and spiritual good of society promoted. In an earlier day of leas 
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eocial differenti.ation, it was oaid that the care of rel1giouo truth itself 

wc.e the duty of the good Christian prince. Today, in all truth a.nd justice 

and in conformity with the ditferentiatione that progress always brings, it 

is said that the care only ot religious freedom 1o the duty of good govern

ment . F,or tho rest, government discharges ito further moral and religious 

functions by its activ& concern for the rights of man, for social justice 

and public welfare. for the furtherances of civic equality and peace, and 

for tho guar.antee of the fullest possible measure ot freedom 1n society. 

A comment must be ma.de on the paragraph which deals with the confess

ional state, so called. Thia topic first appeared in the re-amended text 

of September, 1965, at the inetance of bishops from countries in which a 

tradition of state-religion haa existed. The text carefully noted that 

special l egal recognition ot one religious community 1e a matter of hietori

cal cir,cumstance . It then asserted that the idea and institution of religious 

freedom does not preclude such special. recognition, provided that the 

ae,neral right of religious freedom is eftectiTely guaranteed. This new 

paragraph wae the object of much criticism, for diTergent reasons. Opposition 

to it was strongly voiced by bishopa from lands in which non-Christian 

religions -- Islamiam, for inatanoe - are epeoiallJ rtloognized by law or 

custom. Moreover , the same division of opinion appeared in the Council that 

has long existed in the World: Council of Churches . Doos not the institution 

of state-religion in effect result in some infringement of religious freedom 

and civic aquality? Finally, aome important voices argued that the Council 

should not give ite blessing to histori.oal situatio,ne and thu•a seem to put 

its authority behind their perpetuation. In this whole question there has ff f"<. 

more than enough confusion of do~trine with h~story. In the end 1 therefore , 

the text was altered and the statement was transposed into the conditional 

mood. 
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The condemnation of religious persecutions is one of the few sections 

of the text which aurviTed almost untouched through all the revisions . It 

is stated in stern but temperate terms. 

7. (On the limits of religious freedom) In the use of all their 

freedoms men and communities are obliged to aot under tho restraints imposed 

by the principle of personal and social reoponsibilit1, which requires that 

men should be respectful of the rights of others , mindful of their obliga

tions towards others and toward the common good of eociety, and careful to 

obserTe tho norms of justice and human civility. These restraints, however, 

are of the moral order and they are to be self-imposed. More difficult is 

the question concerning the restraints on the free exercise of religion 

that may be imposed by the coercive force of law and government . Those who 

maintain that religious freedom is no more than a civil right , granted by 

positiTe human law for the sake of the common good, consistently argue that 

tho use of the right is to be regulated and restrained in accord with the 

requirements of tho common good -- what is considered to be useful or 

necessary , customarily on the judgment of government itself. The Declara

tion rejects this position and, consistently with its own conception of the 

common good, it adopts the notion of public order and its requirements as 

the criterion for public restriction of the free exercise of religion. 

Some conciliar Fathers voicod the fear that the notion of public or der might 

be abused by governments hostile to religion. ' On the other hand , the notion 

itsel f is valid and it is commonly used in constitutional law. MoreoTer, 

the Declaration makes every effort to define its sense as precisely as 

possible . This brief definition of public order is perhaps the only contri

bution that the Declaration makes to the science of conEtitutional law . 

First , the text expressly stateo that the exigea:i.es of public order 

are to have their final justification in the requirements of the objective 

• oral order. What is more important , public order is defined in its relation 
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to the common good of eociety, obviously in the sense in which this notion . . ... . 
h,s been explained •lready in the Declaration. ·Public o~der embrace£ three 

personal and social goodo which are ,indiopenaablo, if society io to be a · 

, 
fundamentally human order ot ·life. No one is to be perr-itted to violate 

the righte of others , and, if a co~flict of righ~o arioeo, the means for 

its peaceful settle•ent must be available• this minimal . justice is necessary 

to aociety. Again, no . one ma~ be permitted to transgress commonly accepted . , 

standards of public moral behavior: this minimal .morality is also indis

peneG.ble to society. Finally, no one may be permitted seriously to disturb 
• I 

the public peace, understanding by that terc not some repressive regiGe 

iopoaed by the .arbitrary will of governme~t, but that tranquil ordor of 

hUJlan relations which results when equal justice is accorded to every 

citizen. Thus public order appears aa a structured concept with a threefold 

moral ae well as juridical content . Its requirements are such as to claim 

the approval of the collJllunity. And they furnish covernment with reaoonable 

criteria tor the restraint of freedom in society - - all nmnnere of freedom , 

not merely religious freedom. hen public action, undertnlten on pretext ot 

religious freedom, Tiolates either the rights of others or the canons ot 

public morality or the texture of the public peace , it ceases to be an 

exercise of religion and becomes a civil crime, against which law and govern-

ment may legitimatel y invoke their ooe~o1Te torce. It is to be noted that 

in thio conception of the matter government may never int rude itself into 

the zone of freedom within which the human percon and the religiouc cogmunity 

have the right to give expression to its beliefs. Goverr..ment acts only in 

the cirll domain, in which penal law ie valid. 

The treatment of the limits of rel igious freedom concludes with what 

\ 

may well be considered, certainly by secular experto, the moat significant 

statement in the whol e Declaration: "For the r.eot , the prevailing etyle 
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and method of social lite is to be troedoa in tho fullneas of ita uongeo, 

in such vise that the freedom of man io to bo acknowledged as tarns 

possible , and to be restricted on1y when, ·and in so far as, restriction is 

necessary. " The progress in doctrine hero ma1 easily bo measure~, if it 

be recalled that a school of Catholic thoueht held, not long ago , that legal 

intolerance in religious muttere ia to be practiced whenever possible. and 

legal tolerance is to be accorded only when necessary . The principle 

stated in the Declaration is, of course, rooted in the Christian tradition 

of jurisprudence. Today it ;a commonJ.y recognized as the basic constitutional 

principle of what is called the "free society, " within which religious free

dom finde ita place ae the first of all human freedoms . The free society 

is, of course , a conception which hao important origino in the high medieval 

tradition of kingship and law . However, the statement of the principle ot 

f r eedom by the apostolic hiorarchy of the Catholic Church has a certain 

accent of blessed novelty. 'rhe principle is indeed to be round in Pacea 

!!'! terris; it io one of the major themes of the encyclical. This, in larg~ 

part, is why the secular world listened to John XXIII. This world, at its 

best , is not indifferent to truth or to justice or to love . But it hac 

come to understand that truth and justice and love der&and that in the l ife 

ot society the usages of freedom should prevail. By finally recognizing 

this truth, the Church may once again catch the ear of A world which hao 

been too long deaf to her preachments . 
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The section 0£ the Declaration vhich considers religious 

freedom under the light of revelation £irst ,·adc its appearance 

in the text of November, 1964. The earlier two texts had not 

touched the topic . By reason of its importance, however, it 

could not be overlooked. For one thing, the treatment 0£ it adds 

to the ecunenical value of the docunent. The general tendency 

among Protestant thinkers is to try to 11 £ound religious £reedon 

in religion itself", as the phrase goes . In £act, certain 

observers at the council were unhappy because the Declaration 

founded religious. freedom in reason, in argwnents 0£ the rational 

order, before appealing to Scripture and to Christian beliefs . 

However, the theoretical issue is not easy. An the historical 

issue is even more difficult. Both as an idea and as a legal 

instit~tion, religious freedom is 0£ distinctly modern origin: 

it is considerably less than 20J years old. And its ancestry is 

in many respects dubious: £or example, it owed its origins in no 

small degree to the religious divisions of the post-Reformation 

era and to the religious skepticisr1 0£ the EnlightenMent. obviously, 

the Declaration avoids all the complexities and ambiguities 0£ 

history. It puts forth a simple proposition, which cannot be 

denied. Religious freedom in its contemporary technical sense 

has its foundation in the dignity 0£ the human person, "whose 

exigencies have become nore fully ~ani£est to huMan reason through 

centuries of experience" (n. 9 ) . Reason has wrought out the formal 

concept in the light 0£ secular and also religious experience. 

Therefore it would be v~in to look £or the concept itsel£ in the 

Christian revelation. Nonetheless, the concept has "roots" in 

revelation. This is the proposition of the Declaration. These 
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roots are then indicated. First 0£ all , the word 0£ God announces 

the dignity 0£ man with .far more pro£undity and amplitude than 

human reason could have achieved. Furthermore, ~cripture shows with 

entire clarity that the ways 0£ God with men are based importantly 

on a divine respect £or the dignity of man, which requests requires 

that a man should act ti>n his o-wn judgment, in freedom and with a 

sense 0£ responsibility. not under coercion. 

This divine respect £or hwr~n £reedo~ lies behind tbe un

wavering Christian dogma that the act 0£ Christian faith must be 

a free act, a free response to the word and grace 0£ God. The 

nEclaration does not imply that the necessary freedom 0£ the act 0£ 

faith is the theological premise £rom which the contemporary concept 

0£ religious freedom follows as a conclusion. The right to religious 

.freedom in the .Eull sense does not cone into exist,ence except on 

' 
a political premise, namely, that government has no right to prevent 

men from acting according to their own belie£s, unless a violation 

of public order can be proved. The Declaration suggests two pro

positions. First, given the Christian doctrine about what £aith 

is, r.ien wou._ld gradu.ally come - as over the centuries they have 

eomo to realize that the religious dimension 0£ hum.an li.fe 

must be lived in freedom, under exclusion of all coercion. 5econd , 

given this Christian realization of the value of freedom (and, 0£ 

course, given also the growing secu~ar experience 0£ .freedom as a 

social value and a political end), the exigencies of human 

dignity and £reedom could not £ail to impress themselves increasingly 

on the consciousness of rnen, in such wise that m.en would eventually 

demand that the constitutional order of society should provide for 

the £ree exercise 0£ religion and put on obstacle to it. The 
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constitutional principle 0£ religious £reedom is not a conclusion 

from the Christian dogma 0£ the freedom 0£ £aith, but it is wholly 

in accord with profound exigencies 0£ this dogma. Moreover , where 

consititutional lav in this sense prevails, a climate 0£ freedom 

is created in society which itself £avers the £rec preaching 0£ the 

Gospel and the free living 0£ the Christian li.fe. 

All this is not argument in the ~trict sense, much less 

demonstration. Together with the long section on the example 0£ 

Christ and the Apostles (which hardly needs detailed commentary 

here), the appeal to the £re~do~ of the act 0£ faith simply serves 

to illustrate the proposition, which is more hintorical than doctrinal; 

"The leaven of the Gospel has long boen at work in the ninds 0£ men , 

and has helped much to bring it about that, in the course of time, 

men would more ,.,fdely recognize the dignity of the person and be 

increasingly convinced that in the life of the City the person 

should lee kept i .r.imune from any sort 0£ coercion in religio~s matters". · 

special attention should perhaps be called to one brief state

ment in chis section 0£ che Declaration. After describing the 

evangalical spirit as it shines £orth in Christ and his £irst 

Apostles, the Declaration makes a discreet but firm and humble ack

nowledg~ant 0£ the departures from this spirit and the contraventions 
• 

of it that have takon place as the People oP God have made their 

pilgrim way through all the contingencies 0£ history. In all 

honesty and justice, the council could do no less than make this 

public acknowledgment. 

I£ the whole issue 0£ religious .Preedom were to be treated 

within the perspectives 0£ a theology imbued with historical con
\ 

sciousness, it would be necessary to show that the religious £reedoM 
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0£ the human person, based on his innate dignity (his possession 

of a likeness to God), is an analogous participation of the free-

dom 0£ the Christian, based on his baptismal grace, his possession 

0£ tho Holy Spirit, vho is the principal agent, supremely free, in 

the history of salvation. Similarly, the freedom of the churches 

in their witness to the word of God, is an analogous participation, 

more or less full, in the freedom 0£ the Church in the £ul£illrr.ent 

oP her apostolic mandate. However , by reason of its necessarily 

narrow scope, the Declaration is content simply to show that a 

relation 0£ har~ony exists between the idea and institution of 

religious freedom a:d the freedom of the Church, considered both as 

an apostolic hierarchy and, more inclusively, as the People of God. 

The harmony is doctrinal: no conflict of principle exists between 

the claim of the Church to freedom and the claim 0£ the human person 

to freedom. what is even ~ore ,sigai£icant, the harmony is practical . 

Historical experience has abundantly shown, not least in these latter 

decades, that where the free exercise oP religion is guaranteed by 

law to all citizens and religious comrnw ities, there also ~he free

dom 0£ the Church, in her teaching and in her life, has its adequate 

guarantee . on the other hand, any denial or restriction 0£ the 

general right to religious £reedom inevitably means that the freedom 

0£ the Church will su££er denial or restriction. 

A significant sentence appears in this section: "The £reedon 

0£ the Church is tha Eundamental principle in what concerns the 

relations between the Church and governments and the ~hole civil 

order" . It was said above that the Declaration intented to dismantle 

the nineteenth-century thesis-hypothesis disjunction. This sentence 

contributes power.fully t o this end. In the received opinion the 
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fundamental principle was the thesis - the claim 0£ the Church 

to be the one religion 0£ the state because she is the one true 

religion. This £undamental principle, it was said, codes only 

to £orce majeurc, to the exigencies of historical circumstances, 

in which case the relations between goverm:ents and the apostolic 

hierarchy were ooverned, not by principle, but by expediency • 

. This received opinion is now disallowed. In iraplicitly disallowing 

it, the Declaration, here as elsewhere, makes a creative return to 

the genuine tradition, in which the £reedo~ 0£ tho Church vas 

indeed the .fundarr.ental principle which governed the relations 

between emperor!:i alld Christian princes, however ambiguous these 

relations may otherwise have been. 

The Declaration concludes by briefly touching two themes . 

First, there is a pastoral exhortatio11 addressed to the catholic 

£aith£ul. They are reminded 0£ their duty to £orm their conscie.~ces 

in accord with t he teaching 0£ the Church. Thore i~ hare an i mplicit 

warning against the invasion 0£ the catholic community by a £alse 

spirit of freedom, which would be hostile to the legitinate 

exercise of the proper authority 0£ the Church. Behind the whole 

Declaration there was the intentio to make~ clear distinction 

between religious freedom as a principle in the civil order and 

the glorious freedom 0£ the children 0£ God, 0£ which st . Paul 

was the great herald. These two £reedoms are distinct in kind and 

it would be perilous to confuse them. The _ssue 0£ freedom within 

the Church is nowhere touched in the Declaration. However, there 

can hardly be any doubc that the Declaration will serve as a stir.n11us 

£or the articulation of a .full theology of Christian freedom -

the £reedom which is asserted by the £aith~l within the Church, 

at times ovor against abusive exorcise of the authority 0£ the 
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Church. This is a di££icult and delicate issue, but it can hardly 

be avoided. The principle on which the whole Declaration rests 

has its analoGous application within the Church - namely, that a 

man achieves his proper dignity by acting in a spirit 0£ responsible 

frecdor.1. The .freedom 0£ the Christian within the Church is fully 

responsible when it is in.formed. by a proper spirit 0£ obedience to 

the legitimate doctrinal and disciplinary authority 0£ the apostolic 

hierarchy. 

The Declaration further r·eminds the Catholic fai th.ful of 

their apostolic mission 0£ carrying abroad the word 0£ God. The 

apostle speaks as an apostle, first when he speaks with that manner 

of bold confidence which is the gift of the &pirit o.f Truth, and 

second, when he speaks in the Christian spirit which the Declaration 

has made its own the spirit of respect £or God ' s greatest gift 

to nan, the gi£t of freedom. 

• 

•rhe Declaration then addresses i tsel.f to all men - to the 

audience 0£ which it has been conscious .fro~ the beginning . The 

address begins on the level 0£ historical fact: hence the Declaration 

exhibits at the mid the same historical consciousness with which i~ 

began. One fact is that religious .freedom is today a widespread 

legal institution, and the Council greets this £act with satisfaction. 

A second fact is that in certain regions 0£ the world, which are not 

specified, though the re£erence is ~1ear, religious .freedom receives 

verbal recognition but is denied or restricted in practice . This 

fact is deplorable. The Declaration, which has stated its argu~ent 

in principle, now turns to the pragnatic aspect of the issue and 

points to the practical value and necessity of religious freedom in 

the world 0£ today - a world 0£ diversity which is stri,ring toward 
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some measure 0£ unity, a world of conflic t which is struggling 

toward peace, a world , above all, in which a new consciousness 

0£ human dignity is striving to £ind expression in social institu

tions that will guarantee to men the freedom that is due to them 

in justice. 
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